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Abstrat. In anteedent experiments the eletron sreening energies of the d+d reations in metalli en-
vironments have been determined to be enhaned by an order of magnitude in omparison to the ase of
gaseous deuterium targets. The analytial models desribing averaged material properties have not been
able to explain the experimental results so far. Therefore, a rst eort has been undertaken to simulate
the dynamis of reating deuterons in a metalli lattie by means of an ab-initio Hartree-Fok alulation
of the total eletrostati fore between the lattie and the suessively approahing deuterons via path
integration. The alulations have been performed for Li and Ta, learly showing a migration of eletrons
from host metalli to the deuterium atoms. However, in order to avoid more of the neessary simpliations
in the model the utilization of a massive parallel superomputer would be required.
PACS. 25.60.Pj Fusion reations  82.20.Wt Computational modeling; simulation  34.10.+x General
theories and models of atomi and moleular ollisions and interations  26.20.+f Hydrostati stellar
nuleosynthesis
1 Introdution
Following our rst observation [1,2,3℄ of the grossly en-
haned sreening eet for the d+d reations in metals
resulting in an exponential-like inrease of the astrophys-
ial S-fators towards lower energies other groups repro-
dued our results [4,5,6,7,8,9℄. The measured sreening
energies are one order of magnitude larger than for D2-gas
targets [10℄. However, partiular are is required for the in-
terpretation of the experimental data beause the speial
physio-hemial properties of the hydrogen ompounds
and the beam indued hemial reations at the target
heavily inuene the obtained sreening energy results [3,
11℄. Originally, the sreening energy was extrated using
the simple model of [12℄ treating it as an shift of the kineti
energy. Thus, the sreening energy is merely a parameter
whih desribes the modiation of the Coulomb barrier
and not a real energy gain for the projetile. In a miro-
sopi view it is universally valid that the sreening eet
depends on the impat of the eletroni onguration of
the environment on the Coulomb barrier of the entrane
hannel only, i.e. the pure Coulomb energy is simply mod-
ied by a Yukawa fator W (r) = 14piε0
ZpZte
2
r e
−
r
λA
with λA
being the sreening length. As suh the inferred sreening
energy is merely the seond term in a Taylor-expansion
a
deeased
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of W (r), i.e. Ue =
1
4piε0
ZpZte
2
λA
, and a oarse mathematial
parametrization in the simple model.
The experimental sreening energy values ould not
be desribed by theoretial approahes to this extent. In
[13,14℄ we presented an analytial model based on the di-
eletri funtion theory for the desription of the sreening
eet. Its results, however, are below the measured sreen-
ing energies by a fator of 2 though better than other ap-
proahes ited therein, e.g. [15℄
1
. Therefore, a rst eort
was undertaken to simulate the pre-reation impat with
an ab-initio quantum mehanial Hartree-Fok alulation
whih is able to onsider the atual rystal struture while
the analytial model only operates on averaged material
properties. The onrete form of the eletron density dis-
tribution around the nuleus indeed inuenes the sreen-
ing energy to a great extent as was shown in [17℄ on a D2
moleule with a time dependent Hartree-Fok alulation.
Due to the many eletrons involved in the simulation of
the rystal the time dependeny an not be retained on
a workstation lass omputer. The model is desribed in
the next setion permitting the assessment of the nees-
sary simpliations.
1
The Debye-Hükel model proposed in [8℄ is utterly inap-
pliable for the frozen eletron gas in ondensed matter [14,
16℄.
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2 Mathematial Model
The mathematial model, the simulation is based on, re-
sults from a hierarhy of simpliations in the theoretial
desription of the physial reality leading to more or less
severe deviations in the obtained values of the observables.
The originator for it is the non-relativisti spin inde-
pendent Shrödinger equation
i~
∂
∂t
Ψ = HΨ (1)
with the Hamilton operator for the rystal moleule
H = −
K∑
a
~
2
2Ma
∆a +
e2
4piε0
K∑
a<b
ZaZb
Rab
(2)
−
N∑
i
~
2
2me
∆i −
e2
4piε0
N∑
i
K∑
a
Za
rai
(3)
+
e2
4piε0
N∑
i<j
1
rij
(4)
ontaining both kineti and potential operators for the K
nulei (2) and the N eletrons (3, 4)2. Therein Za is the
harge and Ma the mass of the nuleus a. The distanes
in the denominators of the three potential operators are
the absolute values of the vetor dierenes of the respe-
tively indexed partiles. Inherent to this ansatz the inter-
nal degrees of freedom of the nulei are not taken into
aount. But the sreening fores of the eletrons at at
distanes far beyond the range of the nulear fores. The
onnetion to the nuleus takes plae via the alulated
sreening energy Ue in the ross-setion. Just as little any
spin dependent eets are onsidered. So polarization ef-
fets as observed in [19℄ annot be desribed. Sine the
impat proeeds at keV-energies the inlusion of relativis-
ti eets is not required. Furthermore, the veloity of
the nulei is small in omparison to the eletrons
3
. Hene,
the Born-Oppenheimer approximation [20℄ an be applied
whih leads eventually to a drop out of the nulear oper-
ators in (2), leaving (3, 4). The eletron wave funtions
beome then ontinuous funtions of the nulear oordi-
nates. The movement of the projetiles is treated lassi-
ally owing to the ating fores. The now purely eletroni
Shrödinger equation an nevertheless only be solved ap-
proximately, whih is done based on the Ritz theorem by
minimization of the energy funtional E [Ψ ] = (Ψ,HΨ)
with Ψ from a restrited funtion spae F ′ under ontrol
parameters. This is performed with the self-onsistent eld
method by Hartree and Fok (HF). The eletroni Hamil-
ton operator is splitted up in a single eletron operator
(3) and a part ontaining the interation potential (4).
The single eletron problem has likewise solution funtions
ϕ (r, σ) := ψ (r)χ (σ) with the spae funtion ψ and the
spin funtion χ. The solution of the multi-eletron prob-
lem is onstruted with the anti-symmetrization operator
2
Notations aording to [18℄.
3
The eletrons of the inner shells of heavy atoms attain rela-
tivisti veloities. This is ommonly onsidered by orretions.
as a Slater determinant Ψ = Aϕa (1) ·ϕb (2) · . . . ·ϕn (N)
in aord with the Pauli priniple. The variation of the en-
ergy funtional yields the Hartree-Fok equations [21℄
HHFψa (i) = −
1
2
∆iψa (i)−
K∑
a
Za
rai
ψa (i)
+
n/2∑
b
(2Jb −Kb)ψa (i)
= eaψa (i) (5)
with the Coulomb operator Jb and the exhange operator
Kb dened as
Jbψa (i) =
(
ψb (j) ,
1
rij
ψb (j)
)
ψa (i)
Kbψa (i) =
(
ψb (j) ,
1
rij
ψa (j)
)
ψb (i) (6)
They have the form of an eigenvalue equation for ψa with
the orbital energy ea, though they are oupled by the op-
erators Jb and Kb. Indeed, they are a system of oupled
integro-dierential equations whih an only be solved it-
eratively. To simplify matters the ase of the restrited HF
method is desribed where all n/2 orbitals are oupied
with eletrons. Otherwise the unrestrited HF method has
to be used [22,23℄. The HF method furnishes merely a
stationary solution so far. A time development an be
ahieved with the unitary time propagation operator ψ (t) =
U (t, t0)ψ (t0) whih is given by U (t, t0) = e
−i(t−t0)H
if
the Hamilton operator is not expliitly time dependent
[24℄. Caley's form provides a unitary approximation for
this equation as a alulable time disretization resulting
in the time dependent Hartree Fok method using HHF
[25,26℄. Suh has been arried out by [27,17℄ implement-
ing the disretization of the eletron wavefuntions on a
spae lattie.
The HF method annot inlude immediate eletron-
eletron interation
4
. For eletrons of equal spin the main
orrelation eets are inorporated in the Slater deter-
minant. But the motion of eletrons of opposite spin re-
mains unorrelated. To address this, several proedures
have been developed whih either start from the HF so-
lution funtions applying orretions or modify the HF
method [23,28,29,30℄. They are based on the ongura-
tion interation method (CI) or the Møller-Plesset per-
turbation theory (MPn). The CI method uses the HF or-
bital funtion and adjoins further wherein oupied or-
bital funtions are replaed by unoupied virtual orbitals
suessively thus forming a series [22℄. The linear oe-
ients are determined by minimization of the energy fun-
tional. This series is innite and would deliver an exat
solution for the Shrödinger equation (3,4) in the limit.
In pratie, the series is aborted after the rst to fourth
term with few virtual orbitals in the individual terms. The
4
The operators Jb and Kb in (6) merely provide an averaged
eetive eletron potential in the iteration due to the integra-
tion in the salar produt, e.g. [18℄.
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MPn method is essentially an implementation of the om-
mon quantum mehanial perturbation theory [31℄. It is
usually aborted after the seond to eighth order. Another
approah is the density funtional theory (DFT) [32,33℄.
Following the theorem of Hohenberg and Kohn a unique
funtional exists whih provides an exat solution of (3,4)
[34,35℄. But there is no algorithm that an generate this
funtional so one needs to settle on heuristi ones and
therefore the DFT is no ab-initio method in the end [36,
37,38,39,40,41,42℄. The DFT modies the HF equations
with an exhange interation funtional, whih is to be
supplied.
The just desribed onguration interation proedures
an inrease the omputational osts by 1 to 3 orders of
magnitude relative to the plain HF method [43, hapter
6℄. On the other hand the implementation of the orbital
funtions on spae latties is very ost-intensive and only
feasible for few eletrons. Hene the analyti HF method
of Roothaan and Hall is used for larger systems [44,45,
46℄. There the orbital funtions are developed as a linear
ombination ψa =
∑k
n cnaun of a set of analyti fun-
tions {un}
k
1 ∈ L
2
(
R
3
)
whih are the basis of the nite
dimensional produt spae F ′ =
⊗k
n F
′
n. Thus the HF
equations (5) are transformed to a system of pseudo-linear
equations for the linear oeients whih are solved iter-
atively again. The main omputational osts now results
from the integrations of the numerous salar produts.
The omputationally most eient basis funtions for it
are the Cartesian Gauÿ type orbital funtions [47℄
u (GTO) = xiyjzke−αr
2
, i, j, k ∈ N0 (7)
with the sum l = i + j + k yielding the angular momen-
tum quantum number of the orbital. Thereupon basis sets
of inreasing omplexity are onstruted being geared to
atual atomi orbitals [23℄. The omputer resoure usage
sales with the total number of GTO basis funtions as
O (n) ∼ n4 ustomarily spanning two orders of magnitude
[43, hapter 5℄. The ommon minimal basis set is STO-3G
where the atomi orbitals are approahed by Slater type
orbitals whih ontain the spherial harmonis and are
onstruted from 3 GTO's with xed oeients, there-
fore alled ontrated [48,49℄. Split valene basis sets pro-
vide two or more sizes of basis funtions for the valene
orbitals (e.g. D95 [50℄, LanL2DZ [51,52,53℄, 3-21G [54,55,
56℄, 6-31G [57,58,59,60,61℄, 6-311G). Polarized basis sets
allow the atomi orbitals to hange their shape by pro-
viding orbitals with angular momentum higher than for
the ground state desription, like p and d orbitals (here 6-
31G(d,p) [62,63℄). High angular momentum basis sets add
more orbitals of p, d, and f type (here 6-311+G(3df,3pd)
[64,65,66,67,68℄). The inlusion of diuse funtions adds
larger size versions of s and p type funtions allowing the
orbitals to over larger regions of spae whih is advanta-
geous for harge transfers in ioni bonds (indiated by a
'+'). Most of the basis sets are only available for the lower
periods of the periodi table. Only the LanL2DZ overs
heavier atoms where the inner shells are desribed by ef-
fetive ore potentials inluding relativisti eets. The
extra basis (+XB) adds diuse funtions.
Fig. 1. Cubi spae entered rystal ell of LiH.
In onsequene, it beomes lear that the simulation
of the pre-reation impat inside the metal lattie involves
so many eletrons that the task has very high omputer
resoure requirements. For the given workstation (Ultra-
SPARC), the problem is atually oversized. So it is un-
evitable to drop the time dependene and settle for the
analyti HF method with restrited basis sets and few
atoms, possibly augmented by the DFT. The impat is
then treated as quasi stati. The Coulomb adjusted rel-
ative eletroni fore between the projetile and target
nulei is reorded and integrated along the trajetory T
analogous to [27,17℄ yielding the moleular sreening en-
ergy
Umol =
∫
T
F rel · dr (8)
At the lassial turning point the moleular sreening en-
ergy is identied with the sreening energy Ue = −Umol (rcl).
So even for stationary orbital funtions they are only
feasible for relatively small moleules or require super om-
puter sale power.
3 Calulations
The here adopted rystal struture data are taken from
[69℄. LiH has a ubi spae entered struture with a =
4.085Å [69, III, a1℄ g. 1. Ta2H has a tetragonal struture
with a = 3.38Å, b = 3.41Å [69, IV, j2℄ g. 2.
The alulations were performed with dierent rys-
talline moleules, basis sets and models for the eletron ex-
hange interation employing the quantum hemial pak-
age Gaussian [70℄. One suh moleule for LiH is depited
in g. 3. The behaviour of the eletrons in this moleule
beomes lear by means of the density plots in the inter-
setion through the 4 Li atoms in g. 4. The total propa-
bility density of the eletron wavefuntion of the moleule
is plotted in g. 4.a. The maximum values are numeralized
at the positions of the nulei. The moleular wavefuntion
is not normalized to unity but to the number of eletrons,
i.e.
∫
R3
Ψ∗Ψ dr = n. So the probability density values an
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Fig. 4. Dierent eletroni densities in the moleule lih-li1 with the basis 6-31G(d,p)
be larger than 1 and may allow for ertain statements
on the eletron number distribution. The eletrons pref-
erentially sojourn at the three fold harged Li nulei, of
ourse. Hene, the total moleular probability density is
not very meaningful in order to observe the shift of the
eletrons due to the hemial bond. Muh more suitable is
the bond density (g. 4.b) whih is the dierene between
the total moleular probability density and the probabil-
ity density of the single atoms. The result is a plot whose
average value is zero and whih shows the eletron migra-
tion when the bonds are formed. Now, it is visible that
indeed an eletron transfer towards the entral hydrogen
atom at the expense of the Li atoms took plae. The den-
sity matrix of the bond density is omposed of two parts:
the atomi net density (g. 4.) whih results from set-
ting the interatomi overlap equal to zero. One reognizes
where the eletrons are deduted from the atoms in order
to form the bonds; from Li in a stronger proportion than
from H. The respetive maximum values are marked above
the plot and the minimum values below. In the overlap
density (g. 4.d) the atomi net density is set to zero and
one reognizes the share of the moleular bond. Due to
the bond formation the hydrogen atom prots by gaining
eletron shares. The ioni harater of the bond beomes
lear, sine the overlap at the position of the hydrogen nu-
leus beomes a maximum and not in between the atoms
as in the ovalent bond.
The projetile trajetory is hosen so that the proje-
tile does not lose in on other nulei. Aording to [17℄ on
a nearby passage the spetating nulei exert a repulsive
fore on the projetile ausing a redution of the sreen-
ing energy, on average. On the other hand ions traversing
rystal latties are deeted by the lattie atoms on tra-
jetories inbetween them, known as the hanneling eet.
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Fig. 2. Tetragonal rystal ell of Ta2H.
Fig. 3. LiH moleule (lih-li1) with projetile trajetory and
intersetions.
This means here that the rystal lattie of the metal atoms
fouses the inoming deuterons on the interlaed lattie of
the deuterons in the metal hydride [71℄ ounterating the
redution of the sreening energy in the D2 moleule of
[17℄.
During the quasi stati simulation of the impat pro-
ess instant reordings of the bond density at various dis-
tanes between the projetile and the target were taken
whih are assorted in g. 5. The plots of the bond density
lie in the intersetion of the trajetory of the projetile
whih is drawn inlinated in g. 3 and ontains two Li
atoms. For a ontrast ampliation the bond densities are
not rendered with equal sale. At rst the bond density is
distributed at the projetile and the target. At a distane
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Fig. 6. Relative fore and moleular sreening energy at the
impat in the moleule lih-li1 with the basis 6-31G(d,p).
of 1.269Å an even enhaned transfer from the target to
the projetile and the environment an be observed. From
there on the eletron transfer from the Li atoms to the hy-
drogen nulei approahing eah other inreases evermore.
The alulations were performed for 100 points on the tra-
jetory. The relative fores at these points are plotted in
g. 6. The six points of the bond density plots (g. 5)
are highlighted by rhombuses and mark interesting loa-
tions. Beginning at a distane of 6Å the absolute value of
the Coulomb-adjusted relative fore raises up to a maxi-
mum value at ∼ 0.25Å and delines till zero for further
dereasing distanes whih is understandable beause the
approahing nulei virtually form a single one in ompar-
ison to the wavelength of the eletrons. In so far the be-
haviour is in aord with the TDHF alulations in [17, g.
8℄ exept for the osillations due to the time dependene.
The full urve in g. 6 is the moleular sreening energy
whih was alulated aording to (8) along the traje-
tory at every point. The nal result is with −43.39 eV way
too low ompared to the experimentally obtained values
(. 150 eV for Li5 [16℄ and [190, 320] eV for the other met-
als [1,2,3℄).
The reasons for this unsatisfying result are to be sought
in the hierarhy of model assumptions, approximations,
and simpliations. Only very few of them ould be reme-
died within the sope of this work. However, some experi-
ments with the bases ould be employed whose restritive
impat on the movability of the eletrons partiulary in
the ondution band is of jutting importane. The results
of these alulations are summarized in the overview in
g. 7. They are arranged aording to inreasing omplex-
ity of the bases, in eah ase. Though from the smallest
to the largest basis the value of Umol beomes larger only
by 10%. Yet the tendeny is lear: the larger the basis the
higher the sreening potential. With an extension of any
kind no physial error an be ommitted sine the ele-
trons arrange due to the energy minimization. Only the
5
The results for the highly reative alkaline metals Li and
Na are heavily impaired by the surfae oxidation under ion
irradiation [11℄.
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Fig. 5. Instant reordings of the bond density during the impat in the moleule lih-li1 with the basis 6-31G(d,p)
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Fig. 7. Overview of the alulation results.
Fig. 8. Bond density in the moleule lih-li1 with the basis
STO-3G.
restrition of the bases indues errors. Beause the estab-
lished available bases are entered at the atoms they are
hardly suitable for the simplied desription of the delo-
alized eletrons of the ondution band.
The eet of the bases on the bond density of the
moleule an be assessed by omparison with the smallest
basis STO-3G whose bond density is depited in g. 8.
Unlike the 6-31G(d,p) basis in g. 4.b no eletron trans-
fer to the hydrogen an take plae here beause the too
small basis does not permit enough mobility for the ele-
trons. Instead only between the nulear positions a weak
onglomeration arues like for the ovalent bond.
The impat of the size of the moleule an only be
estimated with narrow limitations, sine by the addition
of further spheres of H and Li atoms around the entral
target the problem would not be feasible for the worksta-
Fig. 9. LiH moleule (lih-h2e).
tion any more. Hene, only on one plane further H atoms
were added as g. 9 shows. The belonging density plots in
the plane of the Li atoms (g. 10) dier pereptibly from
those of the simpler moleule (g. 4). From the ompari-
son of the bond densities, the atomi net and the overlap
densities it is apparent that the perimeter H atoms at-
trat eletrons on the expense of the entral H atom and
thus have a higher inux. Aordingly the sreening po-
tential is also lower (g. 7). This behaviour is vitally due
to the irumstane that the perimeter H atoms have no
Li partners whih supply their eletrons. If those Li atoms
were present the transfer of eletrons from the entral H
atom would be quite perspiuously lower. It is interesting
that the maximum values of the bond density form a ring
around the entral H atom and the maximum values of
the perimeter H atoms are not entered around them but
shifted towards the entral H atom.
Indeed the more omplex basis brings higher values for
the sreening potential here again. Furthermore, it is here
also doumented how a method aets going beyond the
Hartree-Fok method videliet the density funtional the-
ory with the three parameter funtional of Beke, B3LYP
[38,41,39℄. The more aurate provision for the eletron
orrelation eets auses a stronger repulsion of eletrons
with equal spins and enhanes the sreening potential.
However, this eet is not very large.
A further possibility for a omparison is provided by
the Mulliken population analysis whih assigns the atoms
of the ompound a harge aording to the eletron trans-
fer. Table 1 summarizes those results. The topmost atom
is the entral target H atom followed by the innermost
sphere of metal atoms and further perimeter H atoms.
The harges are speied in multiples of the elementary
harge. The larger basis for Li provokes an almost ten
times higher harge transfer to the H atom ompared to
the smallest one whih yields almost 0.5 e and underlines
the ioni harater of the bond. The extended moleule
with the four perimeter H atoms permits reognition of
the redution of the harge at the entral H atom and the
arry-over to the perimeter H atoms. In omparison the
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Fig. 10. Dierent eletroni densities in the moleule lih-h2e with the basis 6-31G(d,p)
rather high dierenes in the harge transfers were not
reeted to this extent in the dierenes of the sreening
potentials (g. 7). The reason for it is that the harge
assignment to the atoms is not a quantum mehanial ob-
servable and hene tainted with a ertain arbitrariness.
This an also be seen at the smallest moleule whose Li
atoms are fully symmetrially arranged where two of them
donate and four sparsely ingest eletrons.
In the right part of the table harge assignments for
Tantalum are listed. Owing to the onsiderable omputer
time onsumption by virtue of the many eletrons to be
inluded only one simulation run on the smallest moleule
with the simpliest basis ould be performed. The result
of Ue = 39.72 eV even stays behind the smallest Li value,
however the harge assignment to the entral H atom is
not muh smaller. The moleule and the projetile traje-
tory are shown in g. 11. The behaviour of the relative
fore in g. 12 is remarkable. The osillations in the far
eld were aused by the large eletron louds with high
angular momentum of the Ta atoms.
For details refer to [3℄.
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Table 1. Atomi harges originating from the Mulliken popu-
lation analysis.
lih-li1 lih-li1 lih-h2e
6-31(d,p) STO-3G 6-31(d,p) LanL2DZ
H -0.455479 -0.054858 -0.255553 -0.382043 H
Li 0.336273 0.108454 0.126207 0.030356 Ta
Li -0.054266 -0.040512 0.126207 0.030355 Ta
Li -0.054267 -0.040512 0.187523 0.145028 Ta
Li 0.336273 0.108454 0.126207 0.015638 Ta
Li -0.054266 -0.040512 0.126207 0.145028 Ta
Li -0.054267 -0.040512 0.187523 0.015637 Ta
H -0.156081
H -0.156081
H -0.156081
H -0.156081
Fig. 11. Ta2H moleule with projetile trajetory.
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Fig. 12. Relative fore and moleular sreening energy at the
impat in the moleule Ta2H.
4 Conlusion
The alulated values for the eletron sreening energies
stay learly below the experimental ones. The simplia-
tions in the numerial model were enfored by the avail-
able omputing power. The performed numerial simula-
tions onsumed already a netto omputation time of 1.6 a.
Single points on the trajetory took one week. Anyhow,
the simulations ould show the migration of eletrons from
the host metal atoms to the hydrogen both for the target
nulei and the projetile in the impat. This migration
beomes larger when the number of base funtions is in-
reased. However, in the eletron transfer only the imme-
diate adjaent atoms are involved and no distant atoms.
This is due to the limited size of the basis whih are de-
signed for moleules and not for larger solids. The further
extension of the basis sets would provide more freedom of
mobility for the eletrons. Partiularly, the modelling of
ondution band states as provided by Bloh wave fun-
tions ould be an asset. But aording to the omputa-
tional ost funtion already this extensions to the quasi-
stati model with an aompanying inrease of the rystal
size would require the next sale of omputational power
as omputing lusters or super omputers. Furthermore,
time dependent eets an be expeted to ontribute the
larger share in attaining the experimental sreening results
partiularly when olletive interations between the ol-
lision partners and many eletrons from a larger region
are to be inluded like plasmons, onvoy eletrons and ef-
fets of the Fermi surfae. But a prerequisite for it are a
high eletron mobility provided by large basis sets. This
would require the omplete redesign of a omputer ode
for a massive parallel omputer worth many man years of
work. But then very instrutive insights into the eletron
dynamis for the understanding of the mehanism an be
expeted whih is not aessible in the experiment so far.
In exhange for higher ode development eort the om-
putational osts ould possibly be redued by three orders
of magnitude using the new $-operator formalism for the
solution of partial dierential equations by [72℄.
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